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Abstract
We investigate the problem of estimating a low-rank matrix from non-linear and possibly noisy
observations, in the high-dimensional regime N ≫ 1. Specifically, we examine the scenario where
the probabilistic channel may exhibit zero Fisher information, a setting where reconstruction of the
signal is impossible for any fixed value of the signal-to-noise ratio λ. In such cases, we show that
one can manage to accurately reconstruct the target by appropriately scaling the signal with the
dimension.

We prove a strong universality result showing that Bayes-optimal performances are characterized
by an equivalent Gaussian model with an effective prior, whose parameters are entirely determined
by an expansion of the non-linear function. In particular, we show that to reconstruct the signal
accurately, one requires a signal-to-noise ratio growing as N

1
2 (1−1/kF ), where kF is the first non-

zero Fisher information coefficient of the function. We further show that there exists an explicit
entrywise transformation of the observed data, which is completely determined by the structure
of the non-linear channel, into a Fisher matrix, which effectively reduces the non-linear spiked
matrices, to a classical spiked Wigner matrix model.

On the information-theoretic side, we prove a universality result that shows the mutual informa-
tion of non-linear low-rank matrix estimation corresponds to the one of a Gaussian spiked model
with a noise level given by the kth order Fisher information coefficient. The mutual information
in the high dimensional limit is computed and expressed as a variational problem. Furthermore,
we use the associated spiked matrix characterization, to prove a fixed point characterization for the
optimal overlaps between the effective signal xkF and a sample from the posterior. This gives a
fixed point condition of the limiting overlaps, MMSE, of the weak recovery threshold and of the
conditions for its existence.

On the algorithmic side, we establish that the standard approximate message-passing algorithm
(AMP) for Wigner spiked models applied to the Fisher matrix achieves the MMSE under conditions
on the prior distribution of the target vector known for the linear version. We also study the perfor-
mance of a simpler, off-the-shelve method and, in particular, spectral algorithm. In particular, we
show the Fisher matrix is an optimal method for PCA, and displays a transition for the MSE which
we characterize. We further demonstrated that optimal denoising of the top eigenvector yields near
AMP performances.

In summary, this work provides a unified approach to study non-linear spiked matrices. These
results allow us to unify and generalize several recent works on matrix factorization, random matrix
theory, PCA, and Bayes optimal estimation based on information exponent.1

1. Extended abstract. Full version appears as [arXiv:2403.04234 , v2]
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